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Ashes of Arson

B0768PCRYJ 1976986370
Insurance adjuster, Kati MacKenzie never intended to be an
amateur detective. Nor did she ever dream that her quiet, boring job
could suddenly become so dangerous. But, when two charred bodies
turn up in the ashes of a warehouse fire that she’s investigating, she
knows everything in her life has just changed. Kati rapidly goes from
a sweet, pampered Southern girl in historic Opelika Alabama to a
hunted amateur detective trying to solve a crime in order to stay alive.
Things like getting beat up, shot at and almost run down start
happening more and more frequently. Carrying a gun becomes a
daily necessity. Through all this mayhem and suspense, a gorgeous
cop named Rex, a handsome hero fireman named Rich and a nineyear-old boy named Toby struggle to keep Kati alive, on track and
safe. Along with the help of her trusty .38 revolver of course.

Arson Revisited

B07P9BDFXB 1798492032

When Kati MacKenzie became an insurance adjuster, she never
dreamed she would also end up being an unwilling detective. Nor did
she ever think her mundane job could possibly end up so dangerous.
But when the badly burned body of her neighbor turns up in his
basement and her mom’s best friend becomes the #1 suspect, she’s
the only one willing to try to prove the friends innocence. However,
a mysterious Asian man starts appearing increasingly often in Kati’s
life, usually with violent results. Things like being beaten up, shot at,
and almost being blown to bits start happening far too often for Kati’s
comfort. However, when the conversation shifts to stolen patents and
murder, concealed carry licenses become a necessity. Thankfully,
through all the murder and mayhem, a gorgeous cop, a hero fireman
and a nine year old boy named Toby manage to keep Kati alive and
on track. Along with the help of her trusty .38 of course.

Arson and Opioids

B07X8SNKNM 1692105906

“Your stories flow, like a fine single malt Scotch from a
decanter.” Reader review.
Insurance adjuster, Kati MacKenzie, never wanted to be a
detective, and never wanted to take on a drug cartel in a duel to the
death. But when her sidekick’s best friend is found burned to cinders
in a suspicious meth house fire, things become extremely dangerous
in a hurry. Arson, murder, drugs and organized crime threaten to
destroy a small town Southern girls upcoming marriage, and her life.
Follow along as Kati raises a small desperate army of friends,
firefighters, suspended cops and girlfriends and fights for her new
family, and her life.
“Great book! I left good review as I did for the first two books.
As I read, your descriptions are so extraordinary I feel like I am right
there!! Reminds me of how Dawn McKenna writes.” Reader review.
Book Three in the Kati MacKenzie Arson Series.

Arson’s Revenge

B0852SKMRR B08761CN2M

Who would have guessed that being a small-town insurance
investigator in Alabama could get you killed?
Kati MacKenzie is recently divorced and works for a small local
fire insurance company. Unfortunately, the nature of her work keeps
setting her in the path of malicious professional criminals. The same
criminals who set fires and murder people.
On her first fire investigation, she meets a quiet and handsome
firefighter and becomes strongly attracted to him. The problem is, he’s
trying to emotionally rebuild from the recent death of his wife. While
their relationship struggles forward, her dangers multiply and extend
to both the firefighter and his adopted son.
As they fight from one day to the next, their skills at survival
grow and so does the body count of cartel members. Some days simply not getting killed is Kati’s
only objective.
In desperation, the cartel sends in a team of killers with orders to end their problem.
Will the struggling romance end at the altar, or the cemetery?

Arson’s Exit

B09PDG8RM6 B09P452BQW
Even a crooked cop deserves a better end than this.
Kati MacKenzie is a fire investigator for a small regional
insurance company and her day to day work sometimes brings her way
too close to some very bad people. Close enough to possibly get her
killed.
One such person is the disgraced ex-Lieutenant of Detectives,
Steven Stills. Stills was what you call a dirty cop. He was on the
payroll of a large crime cartel and got greedy. He felt that with so much
money and drugs passing by him, he should take a commission. But
when he finally had to ask the FBI for help and protection, and then
lied to them, his luck ran out fast. With the mob, the FBI, and the
Opelika Police after him, life got complicated.
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